Understanding Bayesian Statistics

what is the probability I’ll enjoy
this, given that I love stats??
p(enjoyment | love stats) = 1
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Introducing Bayes
Students often avoid Bayesian statistics because
they think it looks something like this

Nasty, horrible, complicated and beyond your understanding

Introducing Bayes
Instead they stick with this type of approach

Do you really
understand this?

Introducing Bayes
This is Bayes

a

axb
or

a+b

c

and it reflects how you naturally think and reason

Introducing Bayes
Does anyone here know what a p-value means?
The p-value is defined as the probability of obtaining a
result equal to or "more extreme" than what was actually
observed, when the null hypothesis is true
“To test our own hypothesis, we actually test a different
hypothesis — the null hypothesis. If it fails, we conclude that our
hypothesis is correct — but without testing our hypothesis against
the data and without formulating it with the same care with which
we formulated the hypothesis we did test (i.e., the null). Moreover,
we understand a priori that the null hypothesis can never be
accepted; the best it can do is not be rejected. (“You cannot prove
the null.”) The realization of these absurdities made me a
Bayesian.”

The p-value does not mean the probability of your hypothesis
being true (e.g. A>B or A>0)

Introducing Bayes
Does anyone here know what a 95% CI means?
from wiki
A 95% confidence interval does not mean that for a given realised
interval calculated from sample data there is a 95% probability the
population parameter lies within the interval, nor that there is a 95%
probability that the interval covers the population parameter
• The confidence interval can be expressed in terms of samples (or repeated
samples): "Were this procedure to be repeated on multiple samples, the
calculated confidence interval (which would differ for each sample) would
encompass the true population parameter 95% of the time." Note that this
does not refer to repeated measurement of the same sample, but repeated
sampling.[2]
• The confidence interval can be expressed in terms of a single sample:
"There is a 95% probability that the calculated confidence interval from
some future experiment encompasses the true value of the population
parameter." Note this is a probability statement about the confidence
interval, not the population parameter.

Introducing Bayes
The p-value does not mean the probability of your
hypothesis being true (e.g. A>B or A>0)

A 95% confidence interval does not mean that for
a given realised interval calculated from sample
data there is a 95% probability the population
parameter lies within the interval, nor that there is a
95% probability that the interval covers the
population parameter

but isn’t this what we want?!!!

Introducing Bayes
What do you want to know?
Bayesian analyses tell you what you want to know

There is a 89% probability that A > B

There is a 97% probability that the effect of A > 0

There is a 99% probability that the value of C is
between 15 and 29

Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
Four candles
acoustic data

?
Fork handles

Using traditional statistics you would compare:
1) the probability of the acoustic data given that
‘four candles’ was spoken
2) the probability of the acoustic data given that
‘fork handles’ was spoken
Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
Four candles

acoustic data

Fork handles

Hypothesis 1

p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9

Hypothesis 2

p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1

Using maximum likelihood we conclude that
hypothesis 2 is the most likely interpretation
Using p-values we conclude either interpretation is
equally likely…as the acoustic data doesn’t differ
from the NULL hypothesis in either case
But then the joke doesn’t work…obviously our brains don’t
use maximum likelihood or p-values. What does it use?

Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
This is what stats says we should hear

Fork handles

Four candles

This is what we actually hear

Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
Four candles

acoustic data

Fork handles

Hypothesis 1

p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9

Hypothesis 2

p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1

but if the maximum likelihood estimate is
‘fork handles’ and p-values can’t differentiate them, why do
we interpret the acoustic data as ‘four candles’?
Because traditional statistics give the right answer to
the wrong question!

Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
We aren’t actually interested in this
p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9
p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1

We are interested in its inverse
p(‘four candles’ | acoustic data) = 0.98
p(‘fork handles’ | acoustic data) = 0.02

Introducing Bayes: can’t you just look at the data?
p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9
p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1
Prior expectation
‘almost nobody asks for
fork handles’

p(‘four candles’ | acoustic data) = 0.98
p(‘fork handles’ | acoustic data) = 0.02

Introducing Bayes
This is Bayes
A Bayesian framework simply takes what you already
know about something and combines it with what you
have now learned, to give you a new updated belief
What you knew before
(prior)

+

What you have now learned
(data)

Updated belief
(posterior)

Introducing Bayes: the prior
sometimes what you already knew dominates
What you knew before
(prior)

+

What you have now learned
(data)

Updated belief
(posterior)

Introducing Bayes: the prior
sometimes what you have now learned dominates
What you knew before
(prior)

+

What you have now learned
(data)

Updated belief
(posterior)

Introducing Bayes: the prior
Some examples

•

•

Someone tells you they have a foolproof way of beating the
stock market and shows you the profits they have made

•

You read a newspaper report about homeopathy curing cancer

•

Someone tells you an embarrassing ‘fact’ about Donald
Trump (what if it was about Obama?)

•

Your colleague shows you data that indicates a deviation in
the sex ratio of fish in the presence of some chemical

•

Your doctor tells you that the blood test you took (which has
99% ‘accuracy’) came back positive
Someone standing at the front of a classroom tells you that
Bayesian statistics are simple to understand, and give more
useful predictions than other methods

Introducing Bayes: the prior
You use Bayesian reasoning every minute

Introducing Bayes: the prior
You use Bayesian reasoning every minute

Evolution says it is our best bet for safely interpreting
the world, you use it for every decision you make in
life - why wouldn’t we use it for our science?

Introducing Bayes: the prior
But doesn’t the prior just let you say whatever you want?
The prior is like any other component of an analysis;
it needs to be justified and explained and is open to
interpretation and criticism

The difference between Bayesian analyses and
traditional statistics is that in traditional stats you
make an unstated assumption that all previous
knowledge is irrelevant. Bayesian analyses makes
you explicitly define your prior expectation - this
makes your analysis more ‘honest’

Introducing Bayes: the prior

http://www.nature.com/news/scientific-method-statistical-errors-1.14700

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem
Reverend Thomas Bayes (1702-1761)
Theory of inverse probability
initial belief + new data = improved belief
published after his death and largely ignored

Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827)
Independently discovered it
refined it, did most of the hard work, tested it
but then discovered the central limit theorem
and everyone became frequentists and
ignored Bayes

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem
except…
military who found it was the only way to account for
uncertainties when firing artillery from 1890s to 1930s
insurance companies who used Bayes’ rule to
determine life insurance risks from the early 1900s
(and never stopped using it)
the Bell telephone company who used Bayes’ rule to
overcome problems of ‘noise’ in phone lines

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem
R.A. Fisher (1890 - 1962)
frequentism and the standard statistical method

Statistical Methods of Research Workers

Harold Jeffreys
Bayesian

Theory of Probability

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem

Alan Turing

Bayes cracked the German enigma &
lorenz codes
Bayes was used to find German Uboats from scattered sightings
This was unknown until
secret documents were
declassified in the 1970s

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem
Bayes proved the link between smoking and lung
cancer
Bayes was used to predict US election results
Bayes was used to predict the safety of nuclear power
plants and the risk of accidental nuclear bomb
detonation
Bayes was used to find a lost Russian submarine &
a missing atomic bomb that the US ‘misplaced’

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem

Why the sudden interest
after 200 years?

Introducing Bayes: history of Bayes Theorem

Bayesian
analyses help
you move
beyond this sort
of thinking

Probability and Bayes’ Rule

Probability
Probability: the chance that an event will occur
Note that probability can only range from 0 (impossible) to 1 (certain)
[or can be expressed as a % from 0-100 ]

The probability of event A is the number of ways A can
occur divided by the total number of possible
outcomes
If event A is heads (H) in a coin
toss, then the number of ways H
can occur (n = 1), and the total
number of outcomes is 2 (H,T)
P(H) = 1/2 = 0.5 (or 50%)

Probability
The sum of the probabilities of all possible outcomes
must = 1

For example if a coin has p(head) = 0.6
what is the p(tail) ?
can a coin be biased?

Probability
The probability of event A is the number of ways A can occur
divided by the total number of possible outcomes
probability of selecting blue

P(blue) = ?
P(red) = ?
P(green or red) = ?
20 marbles in a bag

P(green or red or blue) = ?

Probability

Product rule: joint probability

what is the probability of drawing a red marble followed by a
green marble?
assume you replace the red marble

P(red) = 9/20
P(green) = 5/20
P(red and green) = 9/20 x 5/20

P(A and B) = P(A) x P(B)
joint probability often written as P(A,B)

Probability

Addition rule

what is the probability of drawing a red marble OR a green
marble?

P(red) = 9/20
P(green) = 5/20

P(red OR green) = 9/20 + 5/20 = 14/20

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B)
assumes the two events are mutually exclusive

Probability

Conditional probability

Conditional probability is the probability of event A,
given that event B has occurred or is true
what is the probability of A given that we know B
has occurred?

P(A | B)
this is what we
want to know

this is what we
know

this is variable

this is fixed

Probability

Conditional probability P(A|B)

Examples of conditional probability
this is what we want to know

| this is what we know

P(voted for Brexit | >65 years)
P(blue eyes | blonde hair)
P(blue eyes | brown hair)
P(vegetarian | woman)
P(survival | hatch first)
P(hypothesis | data)

Bayesian posterior

P(‘four candles’ | acoustic data)
Probability

Conditional probability P(A|B)

Examples of conditional probability
this is what we want to know

| this is what we know

P(blue eyes | blonde hair)

=0.25

P(blonde hair | blue eyes)

=1

are these the same?

blonde hair

blue eyes

Bayes Introduction: can’t you just look at the data?
We aren’t actually interested in this (likelihood)
p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9
p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1

We are interested in its inverse (Bayesian posterior)
p(‘four candles’ | acoustic data) = 0.98
p(‘fork handles’ | acoustic data) = 0.02

How do you invert a conditional probability?
Finding the inverse conditional probability

P(blue eyes | blonde hair) ?

0.16 / 0.21 = 0.76

P(blonde hair | blue eyes) ?

0.16 / 0.36 = 0.44

Probability (discrete)
100 balls in total
80 black / 20 red

what is the P(red)?

red / total
20 / 100
1/5
0.2 or 20%

Probability (continuous)
Probability space (S)
Event A

what is the p(A)?

p(A) = Area A / Area S
0.2 = 20 / 100

Probability
p(S) = 1

Where will the ball land?

p(A) = Area A / Area S
Probability space (S)
what is the p(B)?

B

A

p(B) = Area B / Area S

what is the p(A or B)?
p(A or B) = p(A) + p(B) = (Area A + Area B) / Area S

Joint Probability

what if they overlap?
p(S) = 1
p(A) = Area A / Area S

Probability space (S)
what is the p(B)?
what is the p(A or B)?

A

B

p(B) = Area B / Area S
p(A or B) = (Area A + Area B - Area (A,B)) / Area S
A and B

Joint Probability

p(A,B)
Probability space (S)

A

A,B

joint probability
both A & B occurred

B

note: p(A,B) = p(B,A)

Probability: an example with cards
13 cards in each of 4 suits (2 red and 2 black)
52 cards in total

jack queen king

Joint Probability

p(❤)

playing cards
n = 52

heart

calculate:
p(❤)

13 / 52 = 25%

Joint Probability

p(queen)

playing cards
n = 52

queen

calculate:
p(queen)

4 / 52 = 7.7%

Joint Probability

p(❤,queen)

playing cards
n = 52

heart

calculate:
p(❤)
p(queen)
p(❤,queen)

❤ ,Q

queen

13 / 52 = 25%
4 / 52 = 7.7%
1 / 52 = 1.9%

Conditional Probability

“given” or “conditional on”

p(A | B)
Probability space (S)

A

A,B

probability of A
given that B has occurred

B

can also say p(A) conditional on B

Conditional Probability

p(A | B)
Our probability space isn’t S any more,
it is only B

A

A,B

probability of A
given that B has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area B

p(A,B) / p(B)
e.g. A = hearts and B = queen
A = blonde hair and B = blue eyes
Conditional Probability

p(B | A)
Our probability space isn’t S,
it is A

A

A,B

probability of B given that
A has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area A

p(A,B) / p(A)
e.g. B = queen and A = hearts
B = blue eyes and A = blonde hair

Finding the inverse conditional probability

P(blue eyes | blonde hair) ?
conditional probability

0.16 / 0.21 = 0.76

p(A,B) / p(A)

P(blonde hair | blue eyes) ?
conditional probability
Conditional Probability

0.16 / 0.36 = 0.44

p(A,B) / p(B)
p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(❤|queen)
playing cards

heart

queen

p(❤|queen) = p(❤,queen) / p(queen)
1 / 52

/

4 / 52

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

what is p(A | B) ?
Probability space (S)

B

A

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

does p(A | B) = p(B | A)?
Probability space (S)

A

A,B

check your answer by
using the playing card
example with queens and
hearts

B

Conditional Probability

p(❤)
13 / 52
4 / 52
p(queen)
p(❤,queen) 1 / 52

playing cards

heart

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

❤ ,Q

queen

p(queen | ❤) = 1 / 13
p(❤|queen) = 1 / 4

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(A | B) = p(A, B) / p(B)
p(B | A) = p(A, B) / p(A)

p(A | B) = p(B | A) only if p(A) = p(B)

Conditional Probability: recap

p(A | B)
Our probability space isn’t S any more,
it is only B

A

A,B

probability of A
given that B has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area B

p(A,B) / p(B)
e.g. B = blue eyes and A = blonde hair
Conditional Probability: recap

p(B | A)
Our probability space isn’t S,
it is A

A

A,B

probability of B given that
A has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area A

p(A,B) / p(A)
e.g. B = blue eyes and A = blonde hair

Finding the inverse conditional probability

P(blue eyes | blonde hair) ?
p(A | B)
P(blonde hair | blue eyes) ?
p(B | A)

p(A | B)

does not =

0.16 / 0.21 = 0.76
p(A,B) / p(B)
0.16 / 0.36 = 0.44

p(A,B) / p(A)

p(B | A)

likelihood conditional versus Bayesian posterior
We aren’t actually interested in this (likelihood)
p(acoustic data | ‘four candles’) = 0.9
p(acoustic data | ‘fork handles’) = 1

p(A | B)
We are interested in its inverse (Bayesian posterior)
p(‘four candles’ | acoustic data) = 0.98
p(‘fork handles’ | acoustic data) = 0.02

p(B | A)
How do you invert a conditional probability?

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability
This is the probability of both (joint probability)

p(A | B) = p(A, B)

/ p(B)

Note B comes last on both sides

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability
This is the joint probability

p(blue eyes | blonde hair) = p(blue & blonde) / p(blonde)

Note B comes last on both sides

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(A | B)
the thing on the left of a
conditioning symbol ‘|’ is
variable or unknown

the thing on the right of a
conditioning symbol ‘|’ is
fixed or known

P(voted for Brexit | >65 years)

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability

p(A | B) = p(A, B)

/ p(B)

p(B | A) = p(A, B)

/ p(A)

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability

p(A | B) x p(B) = p(A, B)

p(B | A) x p(A) = p(A, B)

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability

p(A | B) = p(B | A) x p(A) / p(B)
These are the same

p(A | B) = p(A, B)

/ p(B)

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

General structure of conditional probability

Bayes’ theorem!

p(A | B) = p(B | A) x p(A) / p(B)
These are the same

p(A | B) = p(A, B)

/ p(B)

Conditional Probability: recap

p(A | B)
probability of A
given that B has occurred

p(A,B) / p(B)
A

A,B

B

p(B | A)
probability of B
given that A has occurred

p(A,B) / p(A)

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

Bayes’ theorem!

p(A | B) = p(B | A) x p(A) / p(B)

LOOK! we inverted the conditional probability

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

Bayes’ theorem!

p(A | B) = p(B | A)

x

p(A)
p(B)

by multiplying it by
p(A) / p(B)
how did we invert the
conditional probability?

Bayes Theorem

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)
Likelihood

Posterior

Prior

p(B | A) p(A)

p(A | B) =
p(B)
Marginal likelihood

is this what all the fuss is about ??

Bayes Theorem Example

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

You decide to donate some blood and as a routine
check, you get an HIV screening test (even though only
1 in every 1000 people have HIV in Sweden).

It comes back positive.
You are naturally worried so you ask the doctor how
certain the test is. The doctor says that the test is 99%
certain. Thus if you have HIV it will record a positive
result 99% of the time, and if you don’t have HIV you
will get a negative result 99% of the time.

The doctor tells you that based on this information
there is a 99% probability that you have HIV.
Is the doctor right? What is your intuitive guess?

Bayes Theorem Example

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

The doctor tells you that based on this information there is a
99% probability that you have HIV.
What information is the doctor referring to?

The probability of the test being +ve is 99% if you have HIV

p(+Test | HIV) = 0.99
But is that what you want to know?

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(A | B)
the thing on the left of a
conditioning symbol ‘|’ is
variable or unknown

the thing on the right of a
conditioning symbol ‘|’ is
fixed or known

p(+Test | HIV) = 0.99

Bayes Theorem Example

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

The doctor tells you that based on this information there is a
99% probability that you have HIV.
What information is the doctor referring to?

p(+Test | HIV) = 0.99
But is that what you want to know?
What you really want to know is the probability of
having HIV given that you have a positive test result

p(HIV | +Test)
REMEMBER: p(A|B) is not the same as p(B|A)!!
Bayes Theorem Example

p(HIV | +Test)

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

= p(+ Test | HIV) p(HIV)
p(+ Test)

p(+ Test | HIV) = 0.99
p(HIV)

= 0.001

p(+ Test)

= 0.01

(0.001 x 0.99) + (0.999 x 0.01)

(proportion of population with HIV x
probability they will test positive)
(proportion of population without HIV x
probability they will test positive)

Bayes Theorem Example

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

p(HIV | +Test) = 9.9%

NOT 99%

can that be right or is it some weird statistical trick?
1000 people
999

don’t have HIV

989

1
10

0
Test positive

do have HIV

1
Test positive

therefore for every 11 that test +ve
only 1 has the disease ~ 10%

Bayes Theorem Example

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Bayes’ theorem turns something that looks useful (but isn’t)

p(+Test | HIV ) = 99%
Bayesian ‘magic’

into something that is useful

p(HIV | +Test) = 9.9%
Bayesian analyses invert the conditional probability

Bayes Theorem Example 2

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

You are a woman who just turned 40, and that means in
Sweden you will be asked to have a mammogram X-ray to
screen for breast cancer (and every 2 years from now on).

You get a positive result
Your doctor tells you that since the screening is ~90%
accurate, there is a 90% probability you have breast
cancer
what do you think? what do you need to know to make
sense of this information?

Bayes Theorem Example 2

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

You are a woman who just turned 40, and that means in
Sweden you will be asked to have a mammogram X-ray to
screen for breast cancer (and every 2 years from now on).

You get a positive result
What is probability that you actually have breast cancer
if you know the following:
1. only 8 in 1000 women have breast cancer in their 40s
2. if you have breast cancer, screening will find it in
90% of cases
3. if you don’t have breast cancer, you will receive a
negative result in 93% of cases
HINT: you want to find p(cancer | + test)

Bayes Theorem Example 2

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

p(cancer | + test) = p(+ test | cancer) p(cancer)
p(+ test)
p(+ test | cancer) = 0.9
p(cancer) = 0.008
p(+ test) = 0.008 x 0.9 + 0.992 x 0.07 = 0.076

p(cancer | + test) = 9.4%

check this result using a tree diagram
Bayes Theorem Example 2

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

p(cancer | + test) = 9.4%
1000
don’t have cancer

923

992

8
69

1

Test positive

have cancer

7
Test positive

69 false positives and 7 real positives

Bayes Theorem Example 3

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

You are a lawyer defending your client who is charged
with murdering her two children. The prosecution claims
that two children in the same family dying from SIDS is so
remote (1:300 000) that it must be murder (p<0.0001).
Defend your client by calculating the probability of the
posterior distribution
p(kids murdered by parent | children died)
if you know that:

1 in 300 000 chance of them both dying of SIDS
1 in 2.7 million chance that a parent would kill their child

Bayes Theorem Example 3

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

1

0.00000037

p(died | murdered)

p(murdered)

p(murdered | died) =

0.11

p(kids dying)

0.00000333

Bayes Theorem

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)
Joint p(A,B)

Likelihood
Posterior

Prior

p(B | A) p(A)

p(A | B) =
p(B)
Marginal likelihood

Bayes Theorem

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Likelihood
Posterior

Prior

p(B | A) p(A)

p(A | B) =
p(B)
Marginal likelihood

p(HIV | +Test)

= p(+ Test | HIV) p(HIV)
p(+ Test)

Joint, Conditional & Marginal Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

Joint, Conditional & Marginal Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

joint likelihood

marginal likelihood

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Joint, Conditional & Marginal Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

P(blue eyes | blonde hair) ?
P(blonde hair | blue eyes) ?
joint

marginal

P(blonde , blue) / P(blonde)

0.16 / 0.21 = 0.76

P(blonde , blue) / P(blue)

0.16 / 0.36 = 0.44

Bayes Theorem

p(A|B) = p(B | A) p(A) / p(B)

Now replace with hypothesis (H) and data (D)
Likelihood

Prior

Posterior

p(D / H )p(H )
p(H / D) =
p(D)
Marginal likelihood

Can anyone here tell me what a p-value means?
The p-value is defined as the probability of obtaining a
result equal to or "more extreme" than what was actually
observed, when the null hypothesis is true

Likelihood

Prior

Posterior

p(D / H )p(H )
p(H / D) =
p(D)
Marginal likelihood

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

Bayes’ theorem!
likelihood

p(A | B) = p(B | A)

x

p(A)
p(B)

by multiplying it by
p(A) / p(B)
how did we invert the
conditional probability?

Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

likelihood

p(A | B) = p(B | A)

x

p(A)
p(B)

This is what you calculate in traditional (non-Bayesian)
statistics. This is what you are already familiar with.
Thus, the probability distribution you choose in a Bayesian analysis
(e.g. normal, Poisson, binomial), is the same as you would choose
in a traditional analysis, since you are still fitting your data to the
likelihood. It is through the likelihood that the model links to your
data in all analyses (Bayesian or non-Bayesian). So the only thing
different is multiplying the likelihood by [p(A) / p(B)]

Probability distributions for the likelihood

Probability distributions
R probability functions
For the beta distribution see dbeta.
For the binomial (including Bernoulli) distribution see dbinom.
For the Cauchy distribution see dcauchy.
For the chi-squared distribution see dchisq.
For the exponential distribution see dexp.
For the F distribution see df.
For the gamma distribution see dgamma.
For the geometric distribution see dgeom. (This is also a special case of the negative binomial.)
For the hypergeometric distribution see dhyper.
For the log-normal distribution see dlnorm.
For the multinomial distribution see dmultinom.
For the negative binomial distribution see dnbinom.
For the normal distribution see dnorm.
For the Poisson distribution see dpois.
For the Student's t distribution see dt.
For the uniform distribution see dunif.
For the Weibull distribution see dweibull.

Probability distributions
P(H) = 0.5
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Probability distributions
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poisson
distribution
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If I expect to catch 3 fish when I go fishing, will I always
always catch 3 fish?
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Probability distributions
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normal
distribution
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If the average tree height is 15m, are all trees 15m high?
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Probability distributions
If Clinton was 3% ahead in the polls did that mean she’d
beat Trump?

Deterministic vs Stochastic
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The likelihood brings in stochasticity to your model via a
mathematically defined probability distribution that you
decide is the most appropriate to represent the
variation in your data

Probability distributions

Summary

Continuous

data range

Normal
Gamma
Beta
Uniform

any value
strictly +ve
between 0 & 1
any value

Discrete

Poisson
Bernoulli
Binomial
Multinomial

zero & +ve
zero or 1
zero & +ve
zero & +ve

data with mean = 4 & SD = 4

poisson
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Probability distributions: general exercises

Which probability distributions would best describe
these kinds of data?
1. Height of a tree
2. Number of fish caught in a net sweep
3. If a site contains a particular species or not
4. Change in seedling height per month
5. Number of species in forest patches
6. Number of turtle hatchlings per nest
7. Proportion home range overlap between neighbouring cats
8. Number of people in 4 disease categories
9. Individual survival from one year to the next
10.Number of leaves on a plant eaten by caterpillars
11.Minimum temperature on March 1st
12.Area occupied by an invasive species

this is the likelihood in your analysis

MCMCglmm example in R
using MCMCglmm
model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age, random = ~forest,
family = "gaussian",
prior = prior,
this is the likelihood probability
data = data,
nitt = 25000,
distribution, that describes your
burnin = 5000, thin = 5)
response variable (just like in a

traditional glmm analysis)
model <- MCMCglmm(no.fish ~ season, random = ~lake,
family = "poisson",
prior = prior,
data = data,
nitt = 25000,
burnin = 5000, thin = 5)

MCMCglmm example in R
using MCMCglmm
model <- MCMCglmm(height ~ age, random = ~forest,
family = "gaussian",
...)

note that your process model is the
same in a Bayesian analysis…it isn’t
that Bayesian models are ‘different’…
just they are implemented differently
and give probabilities for their outputs

So all the models you’ve learned about you can implement
in a Bayesian framework (e.g. ANOVA, t-test, linear
regression, GLMM, zero-inflated poisson etc…).

Probability distributions: mass vs density

Probability mass versus probability density

discrete distributions
(e.g. poisson)

continuous distributions
(e.g. normal)

Probability functions: discrete data
Probability (mass) functions

for discrete variables. Sum of probabilities of
all possible outcomes = 1

Probability functions: discrete data
Probability (mass) functions

0.10

easy to get the probability
for a given event

0.00
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Poisson distribution with mean = 3
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discrete value

e.g. fish caught, children per family, car accidents per day

R code
x<-c(0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)
y<-dpois(x, lambda = 3)
plot(x, y, typ="h")
sum(y) #this should equal 1

Probability functions: continuous data
Probability (density) functions

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

p(x)
PD(x)

Normal distribution with mean = 0 and sd = 3

R code
x<-seq(-10,10,0.2)
y<-dnorm(x, mean = 0, sd = 3)
plot(x, y, typ="l")
sum(y) # what does this equal?
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Probability functions: continuous variables
Probability (density) functions

p(x)
PD(x)

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

It is the area under the curve
(i.e. the integral of the function)
that = 1

calculus stuff we won’t go into the details of
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Probability functions: continuous variables

Because the probability in a PDF is always
an ‘area’ under the curve, to find a
probability you need to have a range on the
x-axis you are looking between. The value
on the y-axis that defines the curve is the
probability density.
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PD(x)
p(x)

Probability (density) functions

not-so-easy to get the
probability for a given
event
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Probability (discrete)
100 balls in total
80 black / 20 red
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Probability space (S)
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Regardless of whether the likelihood is discrete
or continuous…

p(x)

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

The posterior probability distribution is ALWAYS
continuous…
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continuous values

this makes its calculation tricky…and so we need some tricks
that is for tomorrow’s lecture

Summary: Bayes lecture 1
Conditional probability is the probability of event A,
given that event B has occurred or is true
what is the probability of A given that we know B
has occurred?

P(A | B)
this is what we
want to know

this is what we
know

this is variable

this is fixed

Summary: Bayes lecture 1

P(Hypothesis | Data)
this is what we
want to know

this is what we
know

this is variable

this is fixed

This is what we ALWAYS want from our analyses, and
this is what the Bayesian posterior is. The likelihood
doesn’t give us this; instead it gives us its inverse,
which is much less useful.

P(Data | Hypothesis)
Conditional Probability

Summary: Bayes lecture 1

p(A | B)
Our probability space isn’t S any more,
it is only B

A

A,B

probability of A
given that B has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area B

p(A,B) / p(B)
e.g. B = blue eyes and A = blonde hair

Conditional Probability

Summary: Bayes lecture 1

p(B | A)
Our probability space isn’t S,
it is A

A

A,B

probability of B given that
A has occurred

B
Area A & B / Area A

p(A,B) / p(A)
e.g. B = blue eyes and A = blonde hair
Conditional Probability

p(A|B) = p(A,B) / p(B)

p(A | B) x p(B) = p(A, B)

p(B | A) x p(A) = p(A, B)
Bayes’ theorem!

p(A | B) = p(B | A) x p(A) / p(B)

Summary: Bayes lecture 1

P(Hypothesis | Data) = P(Data | Hypothesis)
x P(Hypothesis) / P(Data)

To get the Bayesian posterior we NEED the likelihood
as this links our data to the model. We then take the
likelihood (as the output from a traditional statistical
model) and invert it by multiplying it by P(Hypothesis)
and dividing it by P(Data)
We explore these mysteries tomorrow

